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THINGS NEED TO CHANGE

A MONTH TO CELEBRATE

The Eastern football team lost 55-41 to
Indiana State Saturday. Some changes to
the defense might take place in the future
after head coach Kim Dameron said after
the game that he was not sure if his
defense did anything right.
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Events and activities are set in place to celebrate Latino Heritage Month.
Events include a kickoff reception, dance lessons and a faculty panel with
professors from Latin America.
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BOT OKs
EIU-UPI
contract

Let the games begin

By Brooke Schwartz
News Editor | @DEN_News

CORRYN BROCK | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Lyric Ailshire, a freshman pre-medicine major, paints a mailbox in Thomas Hall Sunday night for the RocFest window painting competition. The theme this year for ROCFest is “Panthers go to Hollywood,” and residents from Thomas Hall are painting scenes from
“Up.” The windows will be judged at 8 a.m. Thursday.

AIM HIGH Grant funding will make Eastern
accessible to bigger pool of future students
By Analicia Haynes
Editor -in-Chief | @Haynes1943
The EIU Promise Program that was revealed Thursday will reduce or offset the full
cost of tuition and mandatory fees costs, including textbook rental fees, for qualified Illinois students who enroll as a way to curb
out-migration.
Room and board, course-specific fees such
as laboratory fees, study abroad fees, new
student program fee and indirect expenses
like supplies and travel are not covered.
The program was created as a result of the
AIM HIGH Grant program that was passed
in August.

According to the Illinois Student Assistance Commission, the AIM HIGH Grant
will provide $25 million in merit-based aid
that will be matched by Illinois public universities.
Josh Norman, the associate vice president
of enrollment management, said this means
Eastern will receive just shy of $1 million
from the grant.
Starting with its Fall 2019 incoming class,
Eastern will use three funding mechanisms
supported by the grant funding.
They are:
• EIU Promise
Eastern will offset the remaining balance
of a student’s tuition and fee costs for resi-

dent families demonstrating a family income
of $61,000 or less.
• EIU Cost Match
Eastern will match the out-of-pocket cost
of attendance of any regionally accredited public university in Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin. To qualify, Illinois students can submit their financial aid award letters from
qualifying institutions in those states.
• EIU Merit Scholarship Bonus
An additional $500 will be added to any
of the three merit scholarships provided by
Eastern.
AIM HIGH, page 5

The Board of Trustees approved the new contract for Eastern’s chapter of university professionals of Illinois, two new multi-year contracts, a Title
9 update and an update on the Lantz Arena maintenance approved by the board last year at its first
meeting Friday.
Eastern President David Glassman said the
EIU-UPI contract was created in a “straight-up negotiation process,” which Glassman said was new
this year.
“A tentative agreement was reached between the
parties on July 27, 2018 to renew and amend various provisions of the agreement,” Glassman said.
“There are approximately 393 full-time faculty in
the bargaining unit, and the EIU-UPI ratified the
tentative agreement Sept. 13, and I would say the
vote was very favorable.”
The contract is a four-year contract and will expire on August 31, 2022.
The highlights of the contract include acrossthe-board pay raises in all 4 years, adjustments to
merit-based increases, changes in sick leave policy and modifications in workload, according to a
press release from EIU-UPI.
Glassman said the negotiations highlighted
Eastern’s willingness to cooperate.
“(The negotiation) was done collaboratively, it
was done transparently with the members of the
negotiation teams, it was done respectively,” he
said. “When you can get that kind of collaboration from the onset, you can do wonderful things.”
Personal contracts were also approved: a four
year contract extension for Athletic Director Tom
Michael and a two-year, 9 ½-month contract for
head softball coach Kim Schuette.
Glassman and Michael said they wanted to give
Schuette a three-year contract, and they said the
best way to do that would be to start when her last
contract ended, which gives them the two-year, 9
½-month contract.
Title 9 coordinator Shawn Peoples gave the
board their annual Title 9 presentation.
Title 9 deals with equal rights for men and
women, especially in athletics, scholarship equality and sexual harassment cases.
In accordance with a new Illinois state requirement, employees of Eastern will now have to complete sexual harassment training annually versus
just when they start working.
Peoples said she saw many benefits to annually
completing the training.
“It’s always good to have a refresher so we are always aware of our policies, procedures and what
constitutes sexual harassment,” she said. “I think
it’s always good as an educational tool and an
awareness tool.”
Lantz Arena maintenance, which was approved
last June with a million-dollar budget, updated
the budget after it was discovered the steel in the
area did not need to be replaced and could be built
around.
The trash collection and disposal services budget, which was also approved last year, got approved for an additional $15,000 after the university increased the duties originally asked for, bringing the total to $1,342,000.
Brooke Schwartz can be reached at
581-2812 or at bsschwartz@eiu.edu.
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Swollen NC rivers raise
fears of water pollution
As rain from Florence continued to
lash the Carolinas, the region's swollen
rivers were beginning to swamp coal ash
dumps and low-lying hog farms Sunday,
raising concerns about water pollution.
Duke Energy said the collapse of a coal
ash landfill at the L.V. Sutton Power Station near Wilmington, North Carolina,
is an "on-going situation," with an unknown amount of potentially contaminated storm water flowing into a nearby lake. At a different power plant near
Goldsboro, three old coal ash dumps
capped with a layer of soil were inundated
by the Neuse River.
An Associated Press photographer who
flew over eastern North Carolina on Sunday saw several flooded hog farms along
the Trent River. It wasn't immediately
clear if any animals remained inside the
long metal buildings ringed by dark water.
Such farms typically have large pits
filled with hog urine and feces that can
cause significant water contamination if
breached or overtopped by floodwaters.
State environmental regulators said Sunday they had not yet received any reports
of spills.
An AP analysis of location data from
hog waste disposal permits shows there
are at least 45 active North Carolina farms
located in 100-year and 500-year floodplains at risk of being inundated by nearby streams and rivers.
Federal forecasters predicted rivers
across the region would crest at record or
near-record levels by Monday, with high
water potentially remaining well into the
week. Officials with the N.C. Park Council, and industry trade group, said farmers
had prepared for the storm by lower wa-

ter levels in their waste ponds and moving
animals from flood-prone farms to higher ground.
At the Sutton plant, Duke spokeswoman Paige Sheehan said Sunday that a
full assessment of how much ash escaped
from the water-slogged landfill can't occur until the rain stops. She said there was
no indication that contamination from
Sutton Lake had drained into the nearby
Cape Fear River.
"We think the majority of the ash
is settling out before it gets to the lake,"
Sheehan said. We believe the chances are
minimal that coal ash constituents will
make it to the Cape Fear."
The company initially estimated Saturday that about 2,000 cubic yards (1,530
cubic meters) of ash were displaced at the
landfill, enough to fill about 180 dump
trucks. Sheehan said Sunday that estimate
could be revised after further inspection.
The coal-fired Sutton plant was retired
in 2013 and the company has been excavating millions of tons of ash from old
waste pits and removing it to safer lined
landfills constructed on the property. The
gray ash left behind when coal is burned
contains toxic heavy metals, including arsenic, lead and mercury.
State environmental regulators said
they had been unable to inspect the site
of the landfill collapse because of flooded
roadways in and around Wilmington.
"There was a failure in the lined landfill" with material moving toward Sutton Lake, said Michael Regan, secretary of
the N.C. Department of Environmental
Quality. "And so it's imperative that we
get our folks on the ground to do some
water testing."

Duke's handling of coal ash waste has
been under intense scrutiny since a drainage pipe collapsed under a waste pit at an
old plant in Eden in 2014, triggering a
massive spill that coated 70 miles (110 kilometers) of the Dan River in gray sludge.
In a subsequent settlement with federal
regulators, Duke agreed to plead guilty to
nine Clean Water Act violations and pay
$102 million in fines and restitution for
illegally discharging pollution from coalash dumps at five North Carolina power
plants. The company is working to close
all of its coal ash dumps by 2029.
Sheehan said Sunday that three inactive ash basins at the H.F. Lee Power Station near Goldsboro were under water.
The old waste pits are capped with soil
and vegetation to deter erosion of ash underneath.
During Hurricane Matthew in 2016,
floodwaters eroded part of the cap, exposing a small amount of ash that may have
flowed into the Neuse River. The Neuse is
expected to crest at more than nine feet (3
meters) above flood stage Monday.
At the W. H. Weatherspoon Power
Station near Lumberton, flooding from
a nearby swamp was flowing into the
plant's cooling pond. The Lumber River
is expected to crest at more than 12 feet
(3.3 meters) above flood stage late Sunday, putting floodwaters near the top of
the earthen dike containing the plant's
coal ash dump.
Environmentalists have been warning
for decades that Duke's coal ash ponds
were vulnerable to severe storms and pose
a threat to drinking water supplies and
public safety.

Ill. jobs more accessible to felons
CHICAGO (AP) — Opportunities long closed to Illinois residents with
criminal records are beginning to open
as employers seek new sources of talent
and lawmakers bet that gainful employment will reduce recidivism.
Illinois lawmakers have changed licensing laws to make at least 100 occupations more accessible to people with a
criminal background. The state has also
expanded the types of convictions that
can be sealed and therefore hidden from
most employers, the Chicago Tribune reported.
"We are evolving into a society that
accepts that people make mistakes and
should be given a second chance," said
Johnny Taylor, president and CEO of
the Society for Human Resources Man-

agement, which is encouraging employers to consider hiring people with records.
More than 27,000 people left Illinois
prisons last year, and more than 50,000
people were released from Cook County jail. Many people who get released return to neighborhoods that have high
rates of violence and little economic opportunity.
Illinois residents with criminal records
or arrest histories account for 42 percent
of the state's population, according to
the National Employment Law Project.
Giving convicted felons consideration
for a job is increasingly being embraced
as necessary, advocates say.
"Society as a whole has started to shift
its mindset," said Sakira Cook, senior

counsel at the Leadership Conference on
Civil and Human Rights. "Housing, education, job opportunities are all basic
needs, and if the needs are met then the
likelihood of someone engaging in criminal behavior is reduced."
A main concern employers have expressed is liability because they could
face a negligent hiring lawsuit if they hire
an ex-offender who later harms someone. But the sense of purpose a career
gives is what can make people with criminal records such quality employees, advocates said.
"They're very dedicated," said Reggie
Allen, a talent acquisition consultant for
Presence Health. "They're hungry for a
chance because they know they may not
get many chances."

Pressure sensors
are focus of probe
into Mass. natural
gas explosions
LAWRENCE, Mass. (AP) — The investigation into the Boston-area natural gas explosions is partially focused on
pressure sensors that were connected to a
gas line that was being taken out of service shortly before the blasts, the head of
the National Transportation Safety Board
said Sunday.
NTSB Chairman Robert Sumwalt said
the sensors can signal for gas pressure to
be increased if the pressure gets too low.
He said investigators will try to determine
whether those sensors played any role in
Thursday's explosions and fires.
Dozens of homes were destroyed or
damaged, a teenager was killed and dozens of people were injured in Lawrence,
North Andover and Andover. Thousands
were forced to leave their homes.
Also Sunday, residents in the three
communities north of Boston were allowed to return to their homes after crews
finished shutting off nearly 8,600 gas meters. Electricity was restored to all the affected homes and businesses, but gas service may not be restored for weeks.
Schools in Lawrence will be closed
Monday because of the natural gas situation, officials said.
Sumwalt said the investigation is focused on high pressure in pipelines. On
Saturday, he said officials will be looking
at how local Columbia Gas officials responded to a "pressure increase" in the
Lawrence area that was detected at the
company's pipeline control center in Columbus, Ohio, prior to the explosions and
fires. He said there was no evidence the
explosions were intentional.
Columbia Gas on Sunday turned away
hundreds of Lawrence residents who
wanted to make damage claims because
it couldn't handle the deluge, The Boston
Globe reported. The company told residents, many of whom waited for several
hours, to come back Monday.
"I am tired. I am frustrated," Renata
Rena, who waiting in line with her 3-yearold daughter, told the newspaper.
Joe Hamrock, chief executive of Columbia Gas' parent company, NiSource,
said Sunday that the company was taking full responsibility for what happened
and is implementing a service restoration
plan. He said the devastation and tragedy
caused by the explosions are heartbreaking.
Officials said gas company technicians
will turn all the meters back after safety
inspections of the entire system are complete — a process expected to take several weeks. They warned residents not to
turn the meters back on themselves, not
to turn on gas appliances until service is
restored and to call 911 and leave their
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Eastern to celebrate Latino Heritage Month
By Mercury Bowen
Entertainment Reporter | @DEN_News
Eastern will celebrate Latino Heritage
Month with a series of events, including a
kickoff reception, guest speakers, a dance
and more.
According to professor Kristin Routt,
Latino Heritage Month is a national celebration of the contributions Latin Americans and Latinos have made to the country as well as world culture.
Kenia Gonzalez, the coordinator of Latino Heritage Month, said she strove to
provide events students would enjoy.
“I did try to make (the events) entertaining and something that they want to
go to,” Gonzalez said.
The Latino Heritage Month events will
begin with the kickoff reception at noon
on Monday at the Doudna Fine Arts
Center followed by Vanessa Perez, a journalist from Chicago, speaking at 3 p.m. in
the Witters Conference Room at Booth
Library.
Perez will also be available after her pre-

sentation for a meet-and-greet at 4 p.m.
in the Edgar Room at Booth Library.
Another event called “Charlando con
Los Profesores Latino Americanos” will
take place at 7 p.m. Thursday in the Witters Conference Room at Booth Library.
Literally translated as “Chatting with
Latin American Professors,” the event will
be set up as a faculty panel, with professors
who are immigrants from Latin America
as well as one who identifies as Latino discussing experiences in their career.
The Latin American Student Organization (LASO) will be putting on the
“Vamos a Bailar Dance and Lessons”
event at 8 p.m. Sept. 29 in the University Ballroom at the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The event will be open to students and
faculty who wish to attend, with dance
lessons available for those who are interested.
The “What is Latinx: Panel Discussion” will take place at 7 p.m. Oct. 4 in
the Charleston/Mattoon Room at the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

The event will include discussion from
a professor on the topic of terms used to
describe people who have connections to
Latin America as well as discussion from a
panel of students about how they identify
and why that identification matters.
Routt said she is looking forward to
hearing what the students have to say
about how they identify.
“I’m really excited about seeing our students attend the events and participate in
the discussion about culture and identity,”
Routt said.
Daisy Contreras, a Latina journalist in
the State House, will also be speaking at 3
p.m. Oct. 9 in the 1895 room at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
“In the past we’ve done a lot with Latin
America,” Routt said. “This year we’ve really made an effort to incorporate Latino
culture and our Latino students on campus, so they can see more of themselves in
their own culture.”

Latino Heritage Month events
Sept. 17, noon

Latino Heritage Month Kickoff
Reception
Doudna Fine Arts Center

Sept. 17, 3 p.m.

Noticias Chicago: Journalist
Vanessa Perez speaks about
Chicago news
Witters Conference Room 4440,
Booth Library

Sept. 20, 7 p.m.

Faculty panel with Latin
American professors
Witters Conference Room 4440,
Booth Library

Mercury Bowen can be reached at
581-2812 or mjbowen@eiu.edu.

Sept. 29, 8 p.m.

Vamos a Bailar Dance and
Lessons
University Ballroom, Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union

Oct. 4, 7 p.m.

What is Latinx: Panel
Discussion
Charleston/Mattoon Room,
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union

Oct. 9, 3 p.m.

Speech by Daisy Contreras,
Latina journalist in the State
House
1895 Room, Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union

Future Panthers experience student life at tailgate
By Corryn Brock
Staff Reporter | @corryn_brock
The Future Panther Tailgate gave prospective
students a firsthand perspective of student life at
Eastern.
Molly Button, admissions events coordinator
and admissions counselor, said the tailgate is early
in the college recruitment season.
“In September students are starting to think
about college and where they might go, so this is
a light-hearted event for them to come and visit
campus,” Button said.
Button said by attending the event, students
were able to get a more personal look at Eastern.
“Part of Eastern is student life, part of it is community, so they really get a good sense of what
that is all about,” she said.

Jasmyn Sorrell, a prospective student and senior in high school from Chicago, said she enjoyed learning more about Eastern from the event.
“This was my first time (being at Eastern), and
I really enjoyed myself,” Sorrell said.
Sorrell said she was interested in learning more
about Eastern’s social life through the event.
“My favorite part of the day was understanding
the campus life since (Eastern has) a whole bunch
of clubs,” she said.
Sorrell said one thing that stood out to her
about Eastern was the overall cost.
“It’s affordable, (and that stuck out to me) since
a lot of colleges aren’t affordable,” She said.
Brady Webb, a high school senior from Polo,
Illinois, is not a new face on the campus after attending previous Illinois High School Association
state track meets.

“Since I’ve been here (for the state track meet)
for three years it’s kind of a second home,” he said.
“I really like it, and I’ve met with the coaches, and
it’s a nice environment.”
His mother, Stephanie Webb, said she enjoyed
seeing more of the campus with her son.
“We’ve been here for the state track meet a couple of times, but it was nice to see more of the
campus than what we’ve seen before,” She said.
Brady Webb said seeing more of Eastern’s campus was beneficial to helping him decide on a university.
“It’s a good atmosphere. Being around the football game is a cool experience to get involved with
and interact with everyone,” he said. “Usually
when I come here (for track meets) in May I don’t
get to meet with actual students who go here, so
hearing their own personal experiences and per-

spectives of (Eastern) is really cool.”
Brady Webb’s father also attended the event
and said he saw benefits to his son attending the
tailgate and other events like it.
“I think it’s good for him to see the atmosphere
of what it’s like,” he said. “We’ve been to Family
Weekend at (Illinois State University) so he’s kind
of seen it, but now knowing next year he has a
choice of where he’s going, it’s a big decision for
him.”
Brady Webb said he felt the event helped him
with his college decision process. “It gives you a
good sense of what your college life will be, and
that’s good to know when you go to choose a
school.”
Corryn Brock can be reached at 581-2812 or
cebrock@eiu.edu.
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NEED A COMPUTER?

CHECK OUT THESE COMPUTER LABS:

Bio-Sci Computer Lab | 1130 Life Science Building
Booth Computer Lab | 4435 Booth Library
CIM Computer Lab | 3135 Klehm Hall
ITC Computer Lab | 1430 Buzzard Hall
Gregg Technology Center
1011 Lumpkin Hall
1020 Lumpkin Hall
1120 Lumpkin Hall
1021 Lumpkin Hall
3013 Old Main
3041 Old Main
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READING CENTER
1320 BUZZARD HALL
(217) 581-7898
MONDAY - THURSDAY
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM

4 OPINIONS
STAFF EDITORIAL

Honor the
dead; they
are more
than just
a number
A lot of tragedy is going on in the world
right now.
With 24 hour news cycles, the death tolls
from different disasters seem to blend together in an endless list of numbers.
As Joseph Stalin, one of the leaders of communist Russia, said, “If only one man dies of
hunger, that is a tragedy. If millions die, that’s
only statistics.”
We play into the hands of those who wish
to do harm, and we disrespect the victims
when we start to dehumanize people.
Hurricane Florence has already claimed 17
lives; they are more than just a number.
Hurricane Maria killed 1,427 people or
more in Puerto Rico earlier this year. 17 people were shot at Stoneman Douglas High
School in Florida last February. An estimated six million Jewish people were murdered in
Nazi Germany.
By disputing these numbers or by ignoring
the people and devastation behind them, we
are part of the problem.
We must make it our duty to look past the
overwhelming rush of numbers that show up
on our screen or in the depths of our history books and try to find the people that existed beyond that. They had families, they had
significant others, they had hopes and dreams
and future goals just like the rest of us.
Yet we allow their identity to be swept behind a number; we allow their lives to become
only a statistic.
Fight the urge to just learn the number and
move on. Honor the people by remembering
them, by trying to do them justice and help
give their life meaning.
They are not one of many; they were individuals, and they deserve to be remembered
as such.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

We’re Hiring!
We have openings for
those who enjoy:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Politics
Business
Photography
Editing
Design
Opinions

*Must have excellent verbal
and written communication
skills
*Prior experience not
necessary
*All majors welcome
*For more information call
217-581-2812
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Sometimes, it’s just not worth trying to reach
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‘American Horror Story’ not a typical horror series
Recently “American Horror Story” has
aired the season premiere for “Apocalypse,”
and all the hype for this new season is well
deserved. AHS is in my opinion one of the
most interesting television shows that is currently being broadcasted on cable today.
AHS is an anthology series that was created by Ryan Murphy and Brad Falchuk. It has
been airing on FX since 2011. Since AHS is
an anthology series, each season tells a different story. Starting from the first season to
the most recent season are “Murder House,”
“Asylum,” “Coven,” “Freak Show,” “Hotel,”
“Roanoke,” “Cult,” and currently “Apocalypse.”
Throughout the years the show has evolved
from a normal horror show to go onto tackling new themes/aspects such as psychological
horror, political commentary and references
to real life events and people.
“Murder House” is the story that started
it all. While it is a usual haunted house story, the story stood out amongst the others
because of the great cast of characters and an
overarching mystery in the storyline.
“Asylum” kept the supernatural/paranormal aspects at a minimum and introduced
the psychological horror aspects to the show.
The story mainly followed the characters Kit
Walker (Evan Peters) and Lana Winters (Sarah Paulson). Walker was falsely convicted for
a series of murders and was portrayed in the
media as the serial killer “Bloody Face,” while
Winters was a journalist who was held captive
in the asylum for trying to expose the dark
secrets about the said asylum. Seeing these
two innocent people being psychologically
and physically tortured, displays the true terror of what psychological horror really is.

The next
two seasons are
“Coven” and
“Freakshow.” I am
not going to go
into detail about
these seasons
because there is not
much to discuss
about new developments in the series.
They are great seaJORDAN BOYER
sons, but they kept
the previous aspects the show had and developed them a little more.
The next season is “Hotel,” certainly the
most edgy season so far. One thing that
“Hotel” did well was the references to real life
people and events. AHS has done this before
in previous seasons, but “Hotel’s” whole plot
was based off real life occurrences. Hence the
name the story follows a hotel named the
Hotel Cortez, which was designed and built
by a character named James March (Evan
Peters). March is a serial killer who designed
the hotel to fit his sick ambition for murder.
There were floors with no escape, a basement
designed to hide the bodies of his victims and
so on.
March is loosely based off the real life serial killer H.H Holmes. Holmes was a serial
killer who lived in Chicago in the late 1800s.
He designed a murder hotel to lure in unsuspecting victims, and he was eventually arrested for his crimes and executed.
The season also features other famous serial killers such as John Wayne Gacy and Jeffrey
Dahmer. This instance among other references make the story very interesting to watch

because while the story is fictional, there
are real life characters presented to help the
development of the storytelling.
Now onto “Roanoke,” AHS’s unfortunate
failure among many successes. The creators
tried something new, and it ended up failing.
This shows that trying something new with a
story is not always a good thing. This article
is on the development and evolution of the
show, but these developments for “Roanoke”
failed miserably.
However, this failure brought a massive
success with the next season “Cult.” “Cult”
follows the story of a cult that has basically taken over a whole town. The leader of the
cult is a character named Kai Anderson (Evan
Peters). Anderson has very real and disturbing similarities to Donald Trump and his rise
to power during the 2018 election. Anderson was inspired by Trump’s election, and he
is shown celebrating after the election results
are shown on TV, and he started to form his
cult and gain political power. Anderson’s rise
to power mirrors Trump’s rise to power, and
the show is really disturbing because of this
aspect. Basically, the show is drawing parallels
with Trump’s followers and the cult Anderson creates.
This amazing show has gone from the classic haunted house trope to so much more,
and it keeps the viewers and fans interested.
“Apocalypse” will more than likely develop
the show significantly, and some fans are saying that this season has the potential to being
one of the best seasons. I can not wait to see
what “Apocalypse” does for the series.
Jordan Boyer is a senior history major, he can be
reached at 581-2812 or jtboyer@eiu.edu.

Get involved at Eastern, but know your limits
Being involved is highly recommended
by many faculty members and fellow students. When I was a freshman, time and
time again my professors would tell me
that, and I would just roll my eyes because
I heard it far too many times. I wasn’t
super involved my freshman year, which
worked out for the best, because I got ill
during my first semester and missed quite
a bit of school.
Now I am a junior, and I am more
involved than I ever imagined I would be.
I am in Phi Alpha Eta, which is an honorary service organization, and I am in German club. I tutor young kids at the After
School Program at the Newman Center
twice a week, and I recently got elected to
be a Resident Hall Association (RHA) representative for Stevenson Hall. Next year
I am hoping to get into higher positions
on the executive boards. Those are always
good ways to develop and strengthen your
leadership abilities.
I always encourage students, no matter

what year they are
in, to get involved
in clubs they like.
It does not always
have to be in your
major. I think
being in clubs
that are not related to my major
are a great idea,
because they help
me become a
K ATE REHWINKEL
more well-rounded person when it comes to skills and
knowledge. Another bonus is that I am
able to meet new people and make friends
that are outside my major.
Being involved can add more responsibilities on top of being a student.
This is when time management is your
best friend. As a freshman, I managed
time perfectly fine and only turned in
one late assignment my whole freshman
year. Sophomore year, I was a little more

involved, so I had to rearrange my entire
time management game plan to accommodate my involvements. The things I am
involved with this year are not as demanding as some other organizations. I still feel
like I am not as involved as I should be,
but for now I feel like I am as involved as
I want to be.
Sometimes students feel like being
involved is more of a chore than it is fun.
I think this is because students may feel
out of their comfort zone. It takes time to
fully open yourself up to new people and
clubs. If you would like to get involved
but seem to be struggling with time management, I recommend going to the Student Success Center over in 9th Street
Hall. I have heard they are very helpful with these types of things. I encourage
everyone to get involved, but know your
limits.
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AIM HIGH

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

CORRYN BROCK | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Miranda Smith, a junior math and history double major, paints a mountain to replicate those in the movie
“UP” Sunday night in Thomas Hall for the ROCFest window painting competition. The theme for ROCFest is
“Panthers go to Hollywood,” and residents from Thomas Hall are painting scenes from “Up.” The windows will
be judged at 8 a.m. Thursday.

Pick up tomorrow’s edition of the Daily Eastern News
to read all the latest in news, sports and features!

IT'S
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The distinguished merit scholarship currently offers $4,000 annually, the high achieving merit
scholarship offers $3,000 annually and the academic merit scholarship offers $2,000.
By combining merit scholarship benefits with state-funded
AIM HIGH scholarships, qualified Eastern students are eligible
to earn up to $18,000 in scholarship funding over four years or
eight semesters.
Norman said Eastern and the
other state universities were given until Sept. 17 to have a plan on
how to spend the grant funding.
“How do we interpret this legislation and how do we make rules
that best benefit the students in
the state of Illinois and the 12 universities and get at the goals that
were set as the lens for this legislation,” Norman said in reference to
the task Eastern and the other universities had to do for the ISAC.
After doing the calculations and
basing those calculations on prebudget impasse numbers, Norman
said they were able to develop this
mechanism, with the help of Eastern provost Jay Gatrell.
Norman said these new mechanisms are net neutral and should
not cause any fiscal issues for Eastern; will help curb out-migration,
which is when students leave Illinois to attend college somewhere
else; and will encourage a diverse
group of students to attend Eastern who otherwise would not have.
“The EIU promise program is
incredible (because it makes) this

e
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incredible value (Eastern) accessible to a broader population,” Norman said. “I love that because
that’s going to bring more diversity to this campus, that’s going
to bring more students who had
those financial risks indicators (to
campus).”
Norman said the new financial program is an initiative to
also recruit students with a particular academic profile of a minimum ACT score of 20 and a minimum 3.0 GPA because historically those students “exceed national
standards for retention and graduation.”
Gatrell said the AIM HIGH
grant allows Eastern to do more
for students.
Though the new grant funding
can only be applied to new freshmen that will be enrolled in Fall
2019, Norman said he would love
to see this applied to continuing
students.
However, he said the legislation
is written in a way that requires
students to be completing high
school and entering college.
Other program qualifications
include Illinois residency for the
student, Illinois residency for at
least one parent identified on the
student’s FAFSA and admittance
to Eastern as a ne w, full-time
freshman.
Full AIM HIGH scholarship details are available at www.eiu.edu/
aimhigh/.
Analicia Haynes can be reached at
581-2812 or achaynes@eiu.edu.
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Alpha Psi Lambda
hosts game night

The method behind the music

By Valentina Vargas
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News
Alpha Psi Lambda hosted a Game Night and
Potluck at 5 p.m. Friday in the Culture Center
to welcome students interested in learning more
about the co-ed Greek organization.
Adam Sandoval, a co-founder of Alpha Psi
Lambda, said it has been interesting seeing how
the organization has grown since being formed
in 2016 and originally starting with only 12
members.
“It’s really cool, seeing it grow and then seeing more people interested as well as seeing our
family grow,” Sandoval said.
Isabella Garza, vice president of Alpha Psi
Lambda, said she joined the Greek organization
last year when she was a transfer student after
hearing about it at Pantherpalooza.
“At first, I did not necessarily think I was going to go Greek,” Garza said. “I did not necessarily see the point of it, but after hearing about
it, it seemed interesting and different than the
other Greek (organizations) I have seen.”
Garza said one of the reasons she joined is
because where she grew up she did not have a
surrounding Latino community.
APSI provides an opportunity for her to
learn about her culture, and she said it has
brought a lot of different benefits with it as
well.
“It has pushed me in my academics and has
worked to push me in my leadership goals and
leadership skills,” Garza said.
THALIA ROULEY | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
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1 Pear variety
5 Fiction’s opposite
9 Peruvian animal
14 Toledo’s home
15 Carpet layer’s
measurement
16 Common golf
shirts
17 Leave a lasting
legacy … or do
worse at school
20 Drug giant ___
Lilly
21 English school on
the Thames
22 The Gershwins’
“Of ___ I Sing”
23 Succeed on the
gridiron … or
invite a slap in
the face
26 Word after Near,
Middle or Far
27 Waders with
curved bills
28 Gunky roofing
stuff
30 Diplomat’s forte
31 Cannabis variety
used for rope

35 Times Sq. squad
38 Sound of
annoyance
39 Score in baseball
… or ruin some
hose
41 Part of Adam
from which Eve
was fashioned
43 “SportsNation”
station
45 Shoe with holes
46 Helper
47 Curling surface
49 One of the Baltic
States
51 Femme fatale
54 Be lucky in
Scrabble … or
come up short
memorywise
58 Gel-producing
succulent
59 Starting point for
a horse race
60 Have dinner
61 Start of a mixed
message, as
illustrated by
17-, 23-, 39- and
54-Across
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66 Excessive
67 Vichyssoise
vegetable
68 Drop that might
run down the
face
69 Land with
pyramids
70 “Roseanne”
actress Gilbert
71 Jason’s fleeceseeking ship
DOWN
1 Spongy ground
2 “Well, whaddya
know!”
3 Trusty
companions
4 Most hip
5 Devoted follower
6 Zodiac ram
7¢
8 Chevy model
named for a
Western lake
9 Carole King’s
“Tapestry” and
“Music”
10 Small chance to
win big bucks
11 Hawaiian hello
12 Group’s basic
customs
13 Up to now
18 Clean (off)
19 The “I” of M.I.T.:
Abbr.
23 Barack’s
opponent in
2012
24 Demean
25 Arthur with
a namesake
stadium
29 TV journalist
Curry
32 List shortener:
Abbr.
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57 Big name in grills
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decked out for
war

48 Margin
50 Under the covers

37 Brought to ruin
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39 Health products
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big one
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well by giving to the Standing Stone Community Service, which is a donation center, and
helping the Boys and Girls Club of America
as much as they can, despite the lack of a local
chapter in Charleston.
“(We service) Boys and Girls of America;
however, we do not have one that is around
here, so we do fundraisers to give money to
them,” Sandoval said.
Garza said there is also a big network community in different regions of the United States
of America with the APSI organization, such as
APSI branches in California or Florida.
“So, it goes from coast to coast, and I like
that because let’s say I end up in California one
day,” Garza said. “Then I have someone to reach
out for if I need help like a lawyer. It gives you a
good foundation of where to go.”
Since APSI is a Latino co-ed greek organization, Garza said it gives them responsibilities
that they do not always realize the importance
of.
APSI is still new, so she said they are still in
the process of learning how to represent Latino
culture in the best way they can.
“Anyone who isn’t part of a Latino Culture or
interested in the culture should be open minded with things that might be different than
what they are used to,” Garza said. “Try to be
accepting with open arms rather than saying,
‘What are they doing?’ Just be open-minded.”
APSI will be having upcoming events during
the Latino Heritage Month. Tuesday there will
be an informational meeting about the organization at 6:30 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room of
the Union.

53 Temperamental
55 Lou with more
than 70 albums

62 Bit of fishery
equipment
63 Stephanie
Clifford ___
Stormy Daniels
64 Jokester
65 Letters
suggesting a
sellout

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
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Free kicks will help men’s soccer team
By Dillan Schorfheide
Assistant Sports Editor | @Eiu_journalist
A big part of the Eastern men’s soccer
team’s success can be attributed to the
team’s defensive prowess.
Giving up only four goals in six
matches, which could have been only
one if not for three penalty kick goals
from opponents, is nothing to look
over.
But a part of soccer that can, at times,
be seen as a defensive situation more so
than an offensive one, has helped boost
Eastern’s scoring and chances for winning this season: free kicks.
A lot of times during soccer matches, free kicks are not scored from at high
percentages. Comparing free kicks to
field goals in football, points from the
former are harder to come by. While a
football kicker can have a 70 percent average for field goals made, seeing a soccer player score on that same percentage
of free kicks would be considered almost
god-like.
Even though there are still a lot of
bodies trying to block both a field goal
and free kick, field goals tend to have

DILL AN SCHORFHEIDE
a higher trajectory, while free kicks are
lower. Free kicks also, a decent chunk
of the time, are aimed to go to a teammate’s head or body, rather than at the
goal.
Eastern has scored two of its five
goals this season on free kicks; both
Shady Omar and Christian Sosnowski
have scored on free kicks from about 22
yards out. Sosnowski’s goal came against
Evansville on Aug. 31, and Omar’s came
against Mercer on Sept. 9.
In both cases, Sosnowski’s in a tie and
Omar’s in a win, the goals helped Eastern get some team points for the season.
The free kicks not only have given Eastern some team points, but they

have made Eastern’s offensive attack
flexible.
If the team cannot score by traditional means, the free kicks are there for the
Panthers. On top of that, they give Eastern a lot of chances to score.
With tall players like Omar and defender Edgar Mesa, just to name a couple, Eastern’s chances of winning a free
kick and heading it in, or heading it to
another player, are multiplied. While
the team has not scored on a header of
this manner yet, Eastern is already prolific at winning these head balls and will
get the ball to find the back of the net
with more and more wins in the air.
At the same time, scoring off free
kicks outside the box can open up opportunities for the offense to score closer to the goal.
Naturally, when the opponents see
that Eastern can score on shots outside
the box, they will want to try and prevent shots from those distances, and
good teams would do that anyway.
So by presenting a distanced threat,
the defense may try to pressure higher,
allowing space behind them for runners
or passes to get behind.

DILL AN SCHORFHEIDE | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Eastern redshirt-freshman Zabdiel Justiniano dribbles a ball in a match
against Evansville at Lakeside Field on Aug. 31. Eastern tied with the
Purple Aces 1-1.

There is a lot of season left, and all
conference play is yet to come. But with
the good free kick execution thus far,
Eastern can use it going forward.

Dillan Schorfheide can be reached at
581-2812 or dtdchorfheide@eiu.edu.

Volleyball team goes 1-2 in Bradley Braves tournament
By Tom O’Connor
Volleyball Reporter | @DEN_Sports
Omaha:
Any sense that the Eastern volleyball
team’s scoring woes on Friday, losing 3-0
to both Bradley and Milwaukee, would
be a recurring question on Saturday became quickly dismissed, as a season-high
17 kills from Laurel Bailey vitalized the offense in a sweep over Omaha (25-18, 2523, 25-20) at the Bradley Braves tournament.
The Panthers tightened their offensive
attack with a .308 attack percentage in
their second victory on the road, the highest figure for any match this season.
Two Panthers, in particular, hoisted up their team’s chances on day two of
the tournament, with Bailey lifting up the
Panthers’ execution on the offensive side,
while junior Maggie Runge, who compiled four blocks, picked up their perfor-

mance on the defensive end.
Eastern packaged together runs of 3-0
and 4-0 in the third set, sealing the match
on a united effort from Runge and freshman Hannah Sieg for a block on Omaha
sophomore Claire Leonard.
When Omaha took an 18-17 lead in
the third, Bailey and junior Katie Sommer blended together three kills to exert
the Panthers further ahead, fleecing the
match from Omaha in the final nine sequences.
The Panthers rebounded from an 1812 deficit in the second set, on account of
Omaha’s inability to rekindle its offense,
and, later, a defensive collapse by which
Eastern scored four unanswered points.
The Durangos, who had jockeyed
their way back into the match, were the
beneficiaries of a pair of kills from Omaha freshman Sadie Limback and Leonard.
That, coupled with the Panthers’ ball
handling and attack errors, permitted the
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Laurel Bailey Sophomore

Maggie Runge Junior

Has the 9th most kills
and 10th most points in
the OVC.
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•

Durangos to take a six-point lead in the
first place.
This victory put a damper on the Panthers' struggles of late. In advance of its
win against Omaha, Eastern had been
burdened with a losing streak of four
games, and two of those matches came
versus Bradley and Milwaukee this weekend.
Milwaukee:
Runge’s kill late in set three handed Eastern a 22-21 lead, but Milwaukee
would have a reply, inducing two 2-0 runs
in the final five progressions, as the Panthers lost 3-0 (25-21, 25-17, 25-16) on
Friday night.

the 3rd most blocks
in the OVC.
Runge’s kill to begin set three, along
with Laurel Bailey’s service ace, drove
Eastern’s attack early, snagging three
points to Milwaukee’s zero. But its opponent bounced back, tacking on a 4-0 run
to give them an 8-7 lead and, although
Eastern mounted a revival, sophomore
Carmen Heilemann’s two kills motioned
a win for Milwaukee.
A double-double for Bailey, consisting
of 10 kills and 14 digs, would be her second on the day.
Bradley:
The leads would arrive and then quickly depart.
Despite losing in set one, Eastern still

produced its attack at a rate of 60 percent.
However, when the Panthers attempted to replicate such success, their offense
would not be quite as polished in the remaining two, surrendering three sets to
tournament host Bradley (25-21, 25-17,
25-16) on Friday.
As Eastern junior Morgan Matusik
amplified Eastern’s momentum with
four kills in the set, Bradley senior Erica
Haslag kept her offense churning as she
supplied two kills to top off a 6-0 run and
the game.
The Panthers equated Bradley’s
score seven times, before Bradley freshman Rachel Pranger and redshirt junior
Maggie Revell incited an 8-0 scoring run
for the Braves, which, by the end of it,
equipped them with a 14-7 lead.
Tom O’Connor can be reached at 5812812 or troconnor@eiu.edu.
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Defense issues continue for Eastern in 55-41 loss
By JJ Bullock
Sports Editor | @DEN_Sports
Everything about the Eastern football
team’s defense might be getting changed
after the team fell to 0-3 after giving up
55 points in a loss to Indiana State on
Saturday. And yes, everything about
the defense could be totally different by
week’s end; that is how serious the coaching staff is taking what they saw from
their defense.
The Panthers gave up 55 points for
the second time this season and in three
games have already given up 158 total
points in just three games. Against Indiana State, Eastern gave up 535 total
yards, 326 on the ground, in a game that
head coach Kim Dameron said he was
not sure if his defense did anything right.
That comment from Dameron basically sums up the narrative about the defense; it’s been bad.
“We were pitiful tackling and had
guys getting out of gaps at times, but I
just thought our tackling was really bad,”
Dameron said. “We tried to tackle these
backs and sometimes we were trying to
tackle them up high and we’d bounce
off, and other times we were tackling
them in the legs.”
The tackling in itself may just be a microcosm of a much bigger underlying issue that the team dealt with in a 48-10
loss to Illinois State in week two, and
that is getting physically beaten up front.
Eastern’s defensive line got pushed
around by Indiana State, and the linebackers and secondary could not seem to
bring people down to the ground, all this
led to Sycamore running back Ja’Quan
Keys totaling 232 yards rushing with
four touchdowns.
Dameron felt the coaching staff was
calling plays that were leading right into
the run plays, but either Eastern was
missing tackles, or the running backs
were able to bounce outside before getting tackled.
“It felt like we were just out there and
they were doing what they wanted to
do,” Dameron said. “We made calls into

BRYAN BUND | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Eastern defensive end Ryan Coleman (32) misses a tackle in the backfield while Indiana State’s offensive line pushes Josh Price (44) and Iziah Gulley (5)
backwards. Eastern lost the game 55-41 and gave up 326 rushing yards.

it, we would bring pressure or whatever,
they just did a really good job of picking it up.”
The postgame press conference was
too early for Dameron to determine exactly what was going to be changed with
the defense, but it was made very clear
that something is going to be different,
for better or for worse.
“We may have to change completely
everything we do defensively,” Dameron
said. “We may have to go to a … well
I don’t know. We played odd this week
quite a bit which is our 3-4 package type
stuff, but we had a safety on the weakside, he wasn’t physical enough. We’re
just going to have to look at defending
the run better, I know that. We have to
do a better job.”
Eastern is typically a program that

prides itself on defense, and Dameron
said the most frustrating part about the
situation is that schematically, this is how
Eastern has been defending the run for
years, and he knows that it works.
“For whatever reason these first three
games have just been horrendous,”
Dameron said.
Dameron said the schemes themselves
probably cannot get any simpler than
what they are, for the reason of preventing mental lapses on defense to go with
the lack of execution physically.
“I feel bad for the kids, I really do
feel bad for our defensive kids,” Dameron said. “They don’t want to play like
that. But there is something that is missing right now and we have to figure out
quickly what it is.”
One thing Dameron knows for sure is

that his defense has struggled to defend
tight end-oriented sets that teams have
been putting on the field. Those sets are
something the Eastern team did not see
all spring or fall, and so far they have not
been able to match the physicality that
comes with those schemes.
The defense was so bad, in fact, that
it almost completely masked how good
the offense played. Quarterback Johnathan Brantley threw for 443 yards and
four touchdowns, and receiver Alexander
Hollins had a career day with 10 receptions, three touchdowns and 167 yards.
Other notes:
-Brantley’s 443 yards were the 8th
most ever in a game by an Eastern quarterback.
-This was the first time since 2004
that Indiana State has beaten Eastern.

-Eastern’s Matt Reyna returned a kick
97-yards for a touchdown. It was the first
time since 2015 any Eastern player has
done this.
-The quarterback battle might be
reaching a conclusion; Harry Woodbery
only threw five passes in the game, and
Brantley threw 49.
-Eastern linebacker Dytarious Johnson went down multiple times in the
game, and it appeared he was holding
his arm.
-Safety Raymond Crittenden had 11
tackles in the game.
-Eastern begins conference play next
week at home against Tennessee State.
JJ Bullock can be reached at
581-2812 or jpbullock@eiu.edu.

Women’s soccer team tied for OVC lead after weekend
By Adam Tumino
Women’s Soccer Reporter | @DEN_Sports
With the first weekend of conference play in the books, the Eastern
women’s soccer team is tied atop the
OVC standings with Austin Peay.
The Panthers beat Morehead
State 1-0 in the conference opener on Sept. 14 and then played Eastern Kentucky to a scoreless draw on
Sept. 16.
They picked up four out of a possible six conference points, putting
them in position to make a run at
the OVC tournament.
“Now we’re in conference play
and results mean everything,” head
coach Jake Plant said. “Even ties are
crucial.”
One of the main focuses for the
Panthers in practice this week was
defense. Last weekend they surrendered five goals in two matches, both
losses.
“The attention to detail in defending during the games Friday and
Sunday was very good,” Plant said.
“Giving up five goals in a week is
not fun. So to turn around and concede zero goals on a weekend is very
pleasing.”
The Panthers were led in match
against Morehead State by junior
midfielder Lexi Ketterhagen and junior goalkeeper Sara Teteak.
Ketterhagen scored her second
goal on the season, entering a tie for

ADAM TUMINO | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Eastern goalkeeper Sara Teteak clears the ball against Indiana State on Sept. 7. The Panthers lost the match to the
Sycamores 3-1.

the team lead in points.
Teteak made eight saves, six in the
second half to earn her third shutout
of the season.
Her fourth shutout came against
Eastern Kentucky, which tied her for
the OVC lead in shutouts.

The Panthers outshot the Colonels 13-12, though none of the shots
found the net.
“I give credit to the EKU goalkeeper,” Plant said. “I thought she
came up with about three outstanding saves. On another day, maybe

those shots go in.”
Eastern Kentucky’s goalkeeper is
Zoe Aguirre. The freshman is 2nd in
the OVC in saves this season.
The Panthers have also had a few
standout performers this year.
In addition to her shutout num-

bers, Teteak is 5th in the OVC in
saves and 2nd in save percentage.
On offense, junior Sarah DeWolf
is 9th in the conference with 18
shots.
Ketterhagen is tied with DeWolf
and Haylee Renick for the team lead
in points and goals, but all three are
just outside the OVC leaderboards.
Plant is still optimistic that the
offense as a whole will break out at
some point in conference play.
“We created opportunities,” Plant
said. “That’s the main thing. We
didn’t score, but if we had not created any opportunities I’d have been
concerned.”
The Panthers have 90 shots this
season, 45 of which have been on
goal. Their shot on goal percentage
of 50 percent is higher than that of
their opponent’s, which sits at 45.7
percent.
“The hardest thing in soccer is to
score,” Plant said. “We’ll keep working on putting the ball in the back of
the net this week.”
After playing only three of their
nine matches at home this season,
the Panthers will be at Lakeside Field
for the next four matches.
Their opponents during that
stretch will be Murray State, Austin
Peay, Belmont and Tennessee-Martin.
Adam Tumino can be reached at
581-2812 or ajtumino@eiu.edu.

